The Advancing Diversity Gathering is an annual InclusiveVT Touchpoint event that brings together diversity and inclusion stakeholders across the university for sharing best practices and learning from one another.

**THE YEAR’S GATHERING FEATURES:**

Keynote Speaker, W. Carson Byrd (VT 2011), Senior Fellow-in-Residence in the National Center for Institutional Diversity at the University of Michigan, and Author

*Imagining the Future through the Solitude-Fraction Site: An Unfinished Conversation on the Convergence of Virginia Tech's Past, Present, and Future*

**12:00PM** In Person, by Invitation
*Working lunch for Academic Diversity Directors*

**1:30PM** In Person or on Zoom
*Afternoon professional development workshops*

**ALL DAY** Asynchronous, Online (Opens at 6:00AM)
*Online presentations of DEI activities occurring across the university*

Recordings of live events and online presentations will be available at the Canvas event site through the spring 2022 semester.

Register for the Advancing Diversity Gathering at [www.profdev.tlos.vt.edu](http://www.profdev.tlos.vt.edu)